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Abstract 

ln this thesis, we intrduce and analyze a new two dimensional 

bin packing atgonthm. We focus on the probIem of packing rectangles 

with known dimensions into a fixed width, ùifinite height bin so as to 

rninirnize the  total height of the packing. To analyze the dgorithm 

we use statistical methods t o  compare the known optimal pack heights 

with the pack heights obtained by the aigorithm on a set of randomly 

generated test problerns. This gives us a general technique to not ody 

analyze a single algorith, but also one which may be used to compare 

existing algorithms. The method t o  generate test problerns is another 

contribution of this thesis. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

In this thesis we introduce and andyze a new algorithm for the two dimen- 

sional bin packing problem [3]. We are given a finite list L = (pl, ..., p,) of 

rectangular pieces. Eafh piece, pi has known height h, and knoum width wi. 

We wish to 'pack" ail pieces into a bin with Lxed width IV 2 mar{wil i = 

1, ... , n) and infinite height. Furthemore, ive wish to find the packhg that 

will rninimize Hl where H is such that the packed pieces fit into a CV by H 

bin so that no rectangles overlap. Numerous applications of this type are 

discwed in [31. We consider two variations of this problem. Ln one we allow 

90" rotations, thus giving each piece two possible orientations. Pieces are 

only allowed to rotate if theÿ will stiU fit in the bin. In the other n-e do not 

aUow the pieces to rotate. 

The problern of two dimensional bin packing is a generalization of the 

one dimensional bin packing problem (see Appendk .4) when instead of 

minimizing the bin height ive fk the bin height and minimize the total 

number of bins. If al1 the rectangles have the same width as the bin, i.e., 

if lÿi = W ,  Vi, then the two dimensional problem (without rotation) is 

equivalent to the one dimensional problem. The problem of one dimensional 



bin packing is known to be NP-complete [12j. Thus, the two dimensional 

problem is also NPsomplete (see Appendut B). For this reason, we have 

runited our research to a fast heuristic for the problem. in chapter 2 we will 

present some of the existing heuristic algorithms. We introduce our new 

algorithm, which we call the Bottom-Up algonthm in chapter 3. 

With all these algorithms we are led to the question, "1s one algorithm 

better than another?". One way to address this question is to compare 

bounds on the extent to which a solution from an algorithm can deviate from 

optimality. The smaller the bound, the better the algorithm. These worst 

case bounds give us information about an algorithm, however these bounds 

are often d s c u l t  to h d .  It is also not reasonable to state that one algorithm 

is superior to another based solely on their respective worst case bounds. It 

is quite possible for one algorithm to have a smaller worst case bound than 

another, yet produce lower quality solutions on almost all test problerns. 

Instead of using worst case bounds to characterize the performance of our 

new algorithm we create large test problem sets, with bins of known optimal 

height, so that we can analyze the average performance of the algorithm. 

The algorithm used to create these problem sets is new. This test problem 

generator, named 2D-BPGen, is explained in chapter 4. We discuss three 

test problem sets, created by 2D-BPGen, in chapter 5. 
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h chapter 6 we make use of our three test problem sets to analyze the 

average performance of the Bottom-Up algorithm. Within this section we 

give a method to compare two algorithms according to their performance 

on a set of test problems. We will use our method to compare our two 

variations of the Bottom-Up algorithm. 

1.2 Motivation 

The Bottom-Up algorithm was developed to solve a specific application of 

two dimensional bin packing. The problem was to reduce the waste involved 

in the installation of drywall in residectial units. Drywall sheets have a fked 

width of four feet and can range in height from eight feet to twelve feet, in 

one foot intervals. We modeled the sheets as bins. The h s t  step was to 

partition the w a h  into pieces which were smali enough to fit onto a single 

drywall sheet. Ail the piece dimensions were integers wi th inches as the unit 

of measurement. Thus, for al1 i, wi < 48 and h, 5 144. Typically h, > ui.i. 

The pieces were placed in either the poup with wi < 48 or the group with 

w; = 48. The pieces with wi < 48 were packed into new four foot wide bins 

using the Bottom-Up algorithm. The heights of these bins were at  most 

twelve feet. These bins were then treated as new pieces with w; = 48. The 

original pieces with wi = 48 and the newly created pieces with wi = 48 were 



then packed onto four foot by twelve foot drywd sheets using the First Fit 

Decreasing algorithm (FFD), which is dixussed in appendix A. After aii the 

pieces were packed, the sheets were reduced to the srnailest possible d r p d  

sheet height . 

In Figure 1.1 we show a iist L = bl, ..., p4) and how this list would be 

packed ont0 a sheet of drywall with H = 144 and W = 48. The piece pl haç 

a width, w i ,  qua1 to 48. This piece is handled after the other pieces. Pieces 

PZ, p ~ ,  and pq alI have width's, w, l e s  than 48. These pieces are packed 

onto a newly created four foot wide piece, labeled ps. We now pack pieces 

pi and ps,  using one dimensional bin packing techniques onto our drywall 

sheet. 

1.3 Goals 

The main goals of this thesis are to introduce and andyze a new two dimen- 

sional bin packing aIgorithm, to present a new two dimensional bin packing 

test problem generator, and to develop a statistical technique to compare 

algori t h .  

In 1171 it is stated that "it is usually difficult to evaluate and compare the 

performance of heuristic algorithms, other than by ninning them on large 

problem sets with known optimal solutions." Yet this technique is often not 



included when an algorithm is analyzed. Ln fact, this author was unable to 

h d  a problem set with known optimal solutions. This was the motivation 

for our development of the 2D-BPGen algorithm to generate random two di- 

mensional test  problems with known optimal pack heights. The 2D-BPGen 

algorithm allows for bins of varying width and optimal pack height, thus 

aUowing us to vary the types of test problems sent to the Bottom-Up algw 

rithm. This problem generator will be defined in detail in chapter 4. W e  

will also attempt to give some feel as to the types of test problems that are 

created by the 2D-BPGen algorithm. The final thing we aim to do is to give 

a st atistical method of comparing algorithms. To illustrate this method we 

make use of it to compare two variants of the Bottom-Up algorithni. 



2 Literature Survey 

There are many existing two dimensional bin packing algorithms that can 

be found in present literature. A few of these algorithms are, Bottom-Left 

[3], First Fit Decreasing Height (61, Next Fit Decreasing Height [6], Split-Fit 

(61, LFOLD Ill], and UpDown 121. We will give a brief outline of the First 

Fit Decreasing Height , Next Fit Decreasing Height , Bottom-Left and Up 

Down algorit hms. The algorithms are compared mos tly by t heir respective 

worst case bounds. These bounds tell us the extent to which the heuristic 

solution can deviate from optimality. These bounds are discwed in [61 and 

explained in the following mariner. For L, an arbitrary List of rectangles, ail 

assumed to have width no more than 1, let OPT(L) denote the minimum 

possible bin height within which the rectangles in L can be packed, and let 

A(L) denote the height actuaily used by a particulâr algorithm when applied 

to L. Absolute performance bounds for various algorithms are bounds of the 

form 

A ( L )  5 ,B OPT(L)  

for al1 lists L. In contrast asyrnptotic performance bounds are of the forai 



for aIl iists L. These bounds are asymptotic in regards to  the number of 

pieces. The Merence between these twu types of bounds wiU be illustrateci 

as we discuss other two dimensional bin packing aIgorithms. 

Ln order to improve the understanding of two dimensiona1 bin packing 

algorithms we make use of a common example throughout this section. This 

example will be packed using each of the algorithms. 

Example  2.1 : Let pi = (h,,wi).  Let L*={(8,6), (21, l ) ,  (6,4), (16,3), (14,3), (2,7), 

( 4 ,  6 1 )  ( 1  2 ,  ( 7 )  For this list, pi = (8, 6 ) , p 2  = (21, l ) ,  ...,pie = 

(1, 7). An optimal pack for .Lis list L* is s h o w  in Figure 2.1. 

2.1 Next Fit Decreasing Height (NFDH) 

For the Next Fit Decreasing Height algorithm [6] the list L is ordered by 

non-increasing height. rYFDH is a level oriented aigorithm. This means that 

as the pieces are packed into the bin a sequence of levels are formed. The 

pieces are packed so that they rest on one of the Ievek. The first level is 

defined by the bottom of the bin. (This level is referred to as the bottom 

row throughout this thesis.) Each ensuing level is defined by a horizontal 

line drawn at the height corresponding to the top of the maximum height 

piece placed on the preceding level. NFDH packs the pieces in the order 

given by L. The pieces are left justified on a given level, beginning with 



the bottom of the bin, so that no two pieces overlap. This continues until 

there is no longer enough space to the right to fit the next piece in the list. 

Packing on the current level is finished and the next level is now dehed. 

Packing continues on this new level beginning with the piece that would 

not fit on the previous level. This process continues until all the pieces in 

L have been packed. The height at which the next level would have been 

dehed is referred to as .WDH(L). This is the height which YFDH uses to 

pack ail the pieces of list L into the given bin. Figure 2.2 shows the packing 

of Example 2.1 when applying LWDH. To begin the list is ordered so that 

L* = b2, ~ 9 1  ~ 4 ,  PS, p7, P I , P ~ ,  P ~ , P ~ , P I o ) -  The k t  piece, a, is placed at the 

(0,O) position of the bin. We continue placing pieces, working from left to 

right, on the same level as p2 until there is insufficient space remaining to 

pack the next piece in the list. Thus, we pack pieces ps, pq, and p5 beside 

p .  We camot fit p~ on this current level. Piece m is placed at (O,Hi),  

thus d e f i n g  our next level. The next piece, pl, is pIaced to the right of pi-. 

When we place p~ we must once again begin a new level. Piece ps fits beside 

p3 and then pe and pi0 each define a new level. 

Ln (61 the absolute performance bound is given to be 



for all lists L. It has a h  been proven that there exist lists L  for which 

lNFDH(L) is arbitrarily close to 3 O P T ( L ) .  The asymptotic performance 

bound, when the height and the width of each piece is no more than 1 has 

been proved in [61 to be 

for ail L, and the multiplicative constant 2 cannot be improved upon. For 

Example 2.1 NFDH(L*)  = 1 . 4 ° 0 P T ( L * )  + 1. 

2.2 First Fit Decreasing Height (FFDH) 

The First Fit Decreasing Height algorithm is a Ievel oriented algorithm and 

is quite similar to the Xext Fit Decreasing algorithm. Once again we assume 

that the List L is ordered by non-increasing height. The difference is that 

a t  any point in the packing the next piece to be placed is left justifid on 

the lowest level on which it will fit. Only when this piece will not fit on any 

of the curent levels is a new level started. FFDH(L) refers to the height 

which FFDH uses to pack all the pieces of List L into the given bin. Fiopre 

2.3 shows the packing of Example 2.1 when applying FFDH. This packing is 

extremely similar to PI'FDH, except for the placement of p8. For t h  piece we 

were dowed to look back at all previous levels to find the lowest level where 



the piece wouid fit. The piece ps fit, and thus was placed, on the k t  level. 

In NFDH we were forced to pack only on the current level or start a new 

level if the piece did not fit. It is stated in [6] that FFDH(L)  5 N F D H ( L )  

for all Lists L. For Example 2.1 FFDH(L*)  = NFDH(L*) .  

The absolute performance bound is given to be 

F F D H ( L )  5 2.7.OPT(L) 

for all lists L. This bound is &O tight. The asyrnptotic performance bound, 

when the height and the width of each piece is no more than 1 has been 

proved in [6] to be 

for ail L, and that the multiplicative constant 1.7 is the smallest possible. 

In fact for al1 lists of squares it is proven that 

and that the multiplicative constant 2.5 is the srnaLiest possible. 

2.3 Bottom-Leftmost (BL) 

The Bottom-Leftmost algorithm was first introduced in [31. The BL dpo- 

rithm packs pieces in the order given by the list L. Each piece is placed 
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in the lowes t possible place in the bin and then left-justified at this height . 

This type of packing is shown in Figure 2.4 usirig Example 2.1. It was proved 

in [3] that if L is ordered on decreasing widths then, 

In (51 a lower bound result was proven. Thib result states that there exists 

a list L for which 

&O it was shown in (31 that if ody square pieces are considered then 

2.4 UpDown (UD) 

For the foilowing description of the UpDown algorithm [2] we assume that 

the bin width has been normalized to 1. Subsequently al1 piece widths have 

scaled down by the sarne factor used to normalize the bin width. The UD 

algorithm divides a list, L = (pi, . . . , pn } ,  into 5 sublists, Lj, according to 

the piece widths. For j = 1,2,3,4, Lj = (pilui E (A9 i],i = 1, . . . ,TL} .  

These pieces are ordered by non-increasing width. The final sublist, Ls ,  

is a list of the pieces of L with widths at m a t  1/5. The pieces of Ls are 



ordered by non-increasing height. The pieces in Lr are packed by the BL 

algorithm. The top height wbich these pieces reach is defined as Hl ,  where 

Ho = O. This region between the heights Hi and Ho is defined as Ri. The 

pieces of L j, j = 2,3,4, are packed in one of two manners. if the piece. 

pi E Li fits in a column dong the right side of the bin, from a height Hj-1 

downward then it is packed in this position. Othenvise, the piece is packed 

using the BL algori th ,  starting at a height of H,-l. When all the pieces 

of Lj are placed, H j  is set as the highest height a piece from L j  reaches. Rj 

is then dehed as the region between Hj and Hj-1. The pieces of L5 are 

packed only after ail the pieces in the other sublists have been packed. They 

are placed using a generalized .WDH alg~rithm, named GSFDH [2]. This 

algorithm packs pieces in between the BL pieces and the column pieces in a 

region Rj, j = 1,2 ,3 ,4 .  As soon as any piece does not fit using the GiWDH 

algorit hm all remaining pieces are packed using the LWDH algorit hm at the 

height H4. The overall pack height used by UD is Hs. For a more detailed 

description of the CID algorithm we refer the reader to [2]. Ln Figure 2.3 

we show the packing of our list L*, from Example 2.1, as given by the UJ3 

algorithm. For this example Li = b6,plo,  pi}. These pieces are packed, 

using the BL aigorithrn, between the heights & and NI. i ve  then pack the 

pieces of Lp, where L2 = { p 3 ,  p i } .  The piece p j  is packed in a column along 
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the right side of the bin, from the height Hi downward. p7 will not fit in 

the column down along the right side of the bin and thus is packed using 

the BL algorithm at the height Hi. For LJ both p4 and ps are too tau to 

fit along the right side of the bin. Again the BL aigorithm is used to pack 

these pieces, this tirne at a height H2. The sublist L4 is empty and thus 

Hq = H3. The remaining pieces, p2, p g ,  and ps, are in Ls. W e  attempt to 

pack these pieces using the GLWDH algorithm. The first piece considered is 

pz. Since this piece will fit in any of the spaces between the BL pieces and 

the column pieces it is packed at the height H4 by the -WDH algorithm. 

AU remaining pieces, ps, and p8 are also packed using the NFDH aigorithm 

at the height H4. It should be noted that ps would fit at a lower height in 

the pack, however since p~ did not fit at  a lower height no remaining piece 

in Ls is allowed to be packed using the G.WDH algorithm. 

it waç proved in [2]  that for any list L of rectangles of height at m a t  H, 

Moreover, the asymptotic bound of 514 is tight. As stated in [2] this bound 

is an improvement of the previous best algorithm which had a bound of 4/3. 

In our example UD(L*) = 61, Oîï'(L*) = 30, and H = 21. Therefore, 

q OPT(L*) + F .  H = 176.625. 



Summary 

One of the main differencw between the Bottom-Up algorithrn, which will 

be introduced in the next chapter, and the other algorithms discussed is 

the fact that the BU algorithm uses piece area as a factor for choosing the 

packing order. This approach was used with the drywall application in mind. 

On a drywall sheet the Iongest edges are beveled a t  the factory. These edges 

are called factory edges. These factory edges give the wall a better finish 

by giving a nice recess for filling the joints between drywall pieces. For this 

reason it is desirable to have certain pieces placed along the factory edges 

of the d r y w d  sheet. These pieces we refer to as factory edge pieces. Most 

of these pieces are skewed with h, rnuch larger than wi. These pieces were 

handled in a special marner, in an attempt to  best make use of the edges 

of the drywall sheet. This means that we do not want to pack all the tall 

and thin pieces on the same pack run. Therefore we do not want the piece 

height to be the deciding factor as to the packing order. At the same t h e  

we want to aIways place the largest piece possible so as to best make use 

of the drywall sheet area. For these reasons the piece area was used as the 

main deciding factor for the packing order. 

Also of importance when designing the Bottom-Up algorithm was to 



insure that before any area was Ieft ernpty that every remaining piece in the 

list had been considered to make use of the space. In both the L W H  and 

FFDH algorithms the space above the pieces packed at any given level height 

and below the ensuing level height was never considered for piece placement. 

The B L aIgon t h  always packs a piece at the lowes t height possible and t hw 

always considers all remaining space before placing a piece. This approach 

however seemed unnatural. i f  a space was left at a 1ow height and a piece 

remaining in the k t  would fit why then was it not placed imrnediately 

instead of waiting to see if the piece would stili fit at a later point in time? 

Let us look back to the packing of Example 2.1 given by the BL algorithm 

in Figure 2.4. After we have packed pieces pl to p4 we have a space 2 units 

wide between p g  and pz. At this point pg would fit very well in this space. 

The problem is that before we can pack ps we must pack pieces ps, ps, p;., 

and p8. By the time these pieces are handled p g  will no longer fit in this 

space. Some of this space is used by pg, however pg would have been a better 

fit. Fkom examples like this it was felt that the order of the pieces in a list 

was far too important to the overali pack given by the BL algorithm. How 

wodd one decide how to order the pieces? 

The U p D o w n  algorithm attempts to make use of any remaining space 

at lower levels before placing a piece at a higher level. However this dg* 
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rithm would not work for our drywall application for one main m o n .  As 

previously rnentioned the drywall application was often cailed on to pack 

tau, thin pieces. U the taliest piece of a given List is also the thinnest piece 

the UD algorithm will always pack this piece close to the top of the pack. 

This practice will often lead to poor results. In Example 2.1 pz is the tdes t  

and thinriest piece. In Figure 2.5 we can see how such a piece can resuit in 

a poor pack. 

For all the reasons discussed above it was felt that we would be better 

served to create a new two dimensional algorithm which bet ter suited our 

needs. The Bottom-Up algorithm is the resdt of this decision. 



3 Bottom-Up Algorithm 

The Bottom-Up algorithm is designed to give a two dimensional packing of 

a given set of rectangular pieces. The user can decide if t hey wish to &Y all 

piece orientations or to aUow aU the pieces to rotate 90 degrees. Once the 

algorithm chooses the position of a piece, that piece is no longer allowed to 

change location. 

The Bottom-Up algorithm wâs created by using the FFDH and hTDH 

algorithms as templates. Like both the FFDH and IWDH algorithrns, the 

BU algorithm is level oriented. However, uniike the other tn-O algorithms, 

the BU algorithm makes use of the spaces between levels. h o t h e r  added 

feature of the BU algorithm is that the ievel heights do not have to be equal 

to the tallest piece on the level. The level height varies according to the 

"slack" the user defines. Ln this thesis we will only test the algorithm under 

the condition where "slack" is set to zero. 

If we allowed non-zero slack then any piece wodd be allowed to surpass 

the level height by a t  mcst the slack value. If this occurred ther  the lever 

height would be updated to the height reached by this given piece. If ive 

refer to Figure 3.1 we can see how the pack of Example 2.1 differs when 

the slack variable is changed. In (a) we see the pack of the List L* with the 



slack variable equal to zero. In (b) we set the slack variable equal to 5. In 

both packs we allow rotation. It is important to note how the level heights 

in (a) are au equal to the taiiest piece packed on the pack m. In (b) the 

pack run heights are allowed to be larger than the tallest piece. An example 

of this can be seen in the h t  pack run. The piece ps is packed above pg- 

causing the pack nin height to increase. Although it may first seem that a 

non-zero slack wodd be beneficial to the overall pack, in many cases it was 

found that a large slack can give worse results. This is s h o w  in Figure 3.1. 

In the following subsections we describe the packing approaches used 

by the Bottom-Up algorithm for the two nriations of two dimensional bin 

packing previously mentioned. We begin by describing how the Bot tom- 

Up algorithm packs a list when piece orientations are fked. jVe use this 

description and Example 2.1 to bet ter iilustrate the algorithm. Foilowing 

this the algorithm outline for fked piece orientation is given. We then 

explain how the algorithm dieers when 90 degree piece rotation is permitted. 

Example 2.1 is again used to better highlight these differences. 

3.1 N o  Rotation 

Before we begin to pack, the pieces are sorted by non-increasing height . Any 

ties are sorted by non-increasing width. Packing starts by pIacing pieces into 



what we shall refer to as a pack run. The width of a pack nui is equal to the 

bin width. The height of a pack run is defhed by the first piece chosen to be 

placed on it. This piece has the largest height of all the pieces remaining to 

be packed. For the k t  pack run this piece is pl .  This first piece is placed 

in the bottorn corner of the pack m. The remaining pieces for the bottom 

row are chosen in the following manner. We find the minimum i such that 

the wi is less than or equal to the remaining length along the bottom of 

the pack run and the area of pi is not s m d e r  than any other such piece. 

This continues until the remaining length dong the bottom of the pack run 

is either zero or too small to permit any piece to fit. These bottom row 

pieces are now sorted by non-increasing height and amanged from left to 

right along the bottom of the pack rua in the exact manner of the 3 F D H  

algorithm. This creates a stair-like structure, with the top step to the far 

left. No piece will be allowed to be packed at a height which places any 

of the piece higher than the height of the pack run. Any piece which has 

b e n  packed is deleted from L. With this new list we proceed to pack up, 

into the open area remaining between the bottom row pieces and the pack 

run height. To do this we define  col^. Any "step" of the stairs defines 

a column. If there is any remaining area leh in the bottom row this space 

is merged with the column to its left. This is done since we have already 
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found that no piece will fit in this space. if a piece had fit i t  would have been 

selected along with the other bottom row pieces. A h ,  if any neighboring 

columns have the same height, they are merged into a single column. We 

attempt to pack on the lowest column (step). We search our List for the 

piece which uses the maximum amount of area defined by the column width 

and the difference between the column height and the pack run height . This 

piece is positioned on the column so that it is next to either a side of the 

pack run or the tallest neighboring column. If the width of the piece is equal 

to the width of the column then the coiunin height is simply increased by 

the amount of the piece height. Lf the width of the piece is les. than the 

width of the column then the piece defines a new column. Ln this case a 

new column is inserted and the dimensions of the old coliirnn are corrected 

accordingly, If this new column is beside a column of the same height, then 

these two columns are merged. At any point if no piece will fit in the given 

space dehed between the column and the pack nui height, then the column 

is merged with its lowest neighboring column. Lf there is a placeci piece, it 

is deleted from the list and the process of building up the lowest column is 

continued. We finish a pack nin when we have only one column at a height 

equal to the pack nui height. 

If there are any remaining pieces which have yet to be packed, we create 
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a new pack nin by the same process as describeci above. This creates a set 

of pack runs. These pack runs are now placeci in the bin, one on top of the 

other. You could think of this as a one-dimensional bin packing of the pack 

runs. However, since we are only dealing with one bin, the order in which 

the pack nins are placed in the bin is not important. At this point we have 

packed al1 the pieces into our bin and our resulting bin height is found by 

taking the s u m  of ail the pack nui heights. 

Figure 3.2 gives a step by step packing of Example 2.1. Before we begin 

packing, the pieces are sorted by non-increasing height. If more than one 

piece has the same height then these pieces are ais0 sorted by non-increasing 

width. Ln (a) we begin packing the first pack run by selecting the tallest 

piece, p g ,  and packing it in the position (0,O). W e  set the pack run height 

equal to the height of p2. We then select pieces p7, p4 and pg. ive place these 

pieces beside m, working from left to right in the order of non-increasing 

height. This is shown in (b). These bottom row pieces define Our columns. 

The columns, and how they are modified throughout the packing of this h r s t  

pack nui, are given in Figure 3.3. Our shortest column, coliirnn 4, is defineci 

by pi. We now select p3 since it is the piece with the largest area which hts 

in the 8 by 4 space above p l .  Since this piece uses the whole column width, 

the colurnn height is increased by the piece height to a value of 19. Once 
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again we find the shortest colunin, column 3, which is defined by p4. When 

we search for a piece to fit in the 5 by 3 space above coliimn 3, we find that 

no such piece exists in our given List. Since no piece fits above this column 

we merge this colirmn with column 2, which is defined by pg. The width 

of column 2 is increased so that it covers column 3. We now set coliimn 3 

equal to column 4 and delete column 4. In other words we now have o d y  

3 columns, insted of 4. Now, columas 2 and 3 are the same height and 

thus we again merge columns. The width of column 2 is increased so that 

it covers column 3 and column 3 is deleted. This leaves us with 2 columns. 

Column 2 has the smallest height and thus we search for the piece with the 

largest area that fits in the 2 by 9 space above the c o l m .  This piece is p6. 

Since coIumn 2 is the right-most column p6 is packed to the far right side of 

the bin. Since this piece does not use the full column width of column 2 u-e 

m u t  insert a new coiumn. We define column 3 to have the height of column 

2 plus the height of p6. The width of column 3 is equal to the width of ps 

and the x-coordinate of column 3 is set as the left x-coordinate of ps. The 

width of column 2 is redefined by subtracting the width of pe. Once again 

column 2 is our shortest column. NO piece wiil fit in the space above coliimn 

2 and we again merge coliimns. The end result is that we are left with ody 

1 column, where the column height is equal to the pack run height. This 
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t e k  us that we are finished packing on this pack m. This fmal pack of the 

first pack r u  is given in Figure 3.2 (c). Since we stiil have pieces remaining 

we m u t  begin a new pack run, which we handle in the same manner as 

the first pack run. This second pack run, as weU as the b a l  pack of L*, is 

shown in Figure 3.2 (d). 

3.1.1 Bottom-Up Outline For N o  Rotation 

We are given a set L = (pi li = 1, ... , n) where each piece pi has height h, 

and width Wi. We assume that hi 2 h2 2 ... 2 h, and that if h, = hj then 

wi 2 Wj. We are also given a bin width, W. The position at which each 

piece is packed into the bin is &en by the (x,y)-coordinates of its bottom 

left corner, with the origin in the bottom left corner of the bin. 

Variable Explanations: 

t:  Pack run nurnber. 

Ht: Height of pack run t .  

Li: Set consisting of al1 packed pieces. 

Lu: Set consisting of aU bottom row pieces. 

q: Number of columns. 

X: x-coordinate for positioning bottom row pieces. 

R: Rernaining unused width of the bottom row. 



positimq : (x,y)-coordinate position of piece pi. 

height,: Height of column q. 

uridtb: Width of column q. 

xq: x-coordinate of the left corner of column q. 

cq: Vector consisting of d the information for column q. 

Algorithm Outline: 

t = O  

Ho = O 

L = ( P l ,  a - . ,  P*) 

Lr = 0 

q = o  

while IILIII < n 

begin 

LI/ = 0 

X = O  

t = t + l  

R = W 



i = min{j)pj Li, j = 1 ,  ..., n} 

Ht = h., 

R = R - w i  

LI= L w  (pl} 

Ln = Lnu (pi} 

while 3 p j  3 3 j  5 R , p j  9 LI,  j = 1, .-., n 

begin 

i = mi.n{jlpj,pr # LI; wj 5 R; hjwj  2 hkwk; j, k = 1, ..., n) 

R =  R-wi  

LI = Li U (pi) 

LII = Li/ u (pi) 

end 

while II L//IJ > O 

beg in 

i = min{jlpj,ps E Li/; hj 2 hk;j, k = 1, ..., n) 

pos i t im  = (X, Ht-1) 

X = X + .w* 

LI1 = LU \ { p i }  

end 



k g  in 

if p, E Lf then 

begin 

q = q + l  

height, = h, 

width, = wi 

X, = positi- (1,O) 

C, = (hezght,, width,, x,) 

end 

end 

if R#O then 

width, = midth, + R 

if 37- 3 hezght, = height,+l, r = 1, ..., ( s  - 1 )  then 

begin 

width, = width, + widtbil 

fo r  u = (r+1)  to q 

c, = %+l 

q = q - 1  



end 

while q > 1 

begin 

rn = min{rlheight, 5 height,, r, r = 1, ..., s} 

if 3pj 3 wj 5 widthmandhj 5 Ht - height, then 

begin 

i = min{jlp,,pk 6 L/;wj 5 w i d t h ;  hj  5 Ht - h e i g h t ;  hjwj 2 hkwk; j, k = 1,  ..., n} 

if m # q then 

posit ioq = (x,, Ht-i + height,) 

else 

position, = (2, + u i d t h ,  - wi, Ht-  1 + height,) 

Lt = LIU (pi} 

if wi = uidth,,, then 

height, = hez'ght, + h, 

else 

begin 

if m # q  then 

begin 

q = q + 1  



end 

end 

el se 

begin 

begin 

cq-l = (height,- 1 ,  uidth,- + vimdthq, 2,-1) 

q = q - 1  



end 

else 

begin 

if h~5ght , -~  5 heightmti t h e n  

c m - 1  = (he.ight,-1, w i d t L v i  + uridth,,,, z , - l )  

else 

h + i  = (height,+i, e d t h ,  + w i d t k + l ,  x,) 

f o r u = m  t o ( q - 1 )  

c, = %+l 

q = q - 1  

end 

ij 3r 3 height, = height,+l,r = 1 ,..., (s- 1) t h e n  

begin 

width, = width ,  + w i d t k +  

% = ~ ~ 1 , u  = ( r  + l), ..., s 

q = q - 1  

end 

end 

end 



end 

3.2 Rotation 

If rotation is allowed, each piece is set to the orientation in which h, 2 wi . As 

in the previous a1gorith.m we sort our list by non-increasing piece height. Ties 

are again handed by sorting on non-increasing piece width. The first piece 

to be chosen for a pack nin is the tallest rernaining piece. The remaining 

bottom row pieces are selected in the same manner that they were in the 

no rotation algorithm. We find the largest area piece whose width is no 

Iarger than the remaining bin width. This continues until the bin width is 

completely used or no piece will fit in the remaining width. At this time the 

pieces are pIaced, once again in decreasing height, from left to  right. Take 

note that our pack may already dXer from the pack given in the no rotation 

algorithm. This is due to the fact that some pieces in o u  list were given 

different orientations to begin with. It should be noted that, if at this point 

there is only one piece on the pack run, the piece is rotated (if possible) so 

that the pack run height is minirnized. 

Once again we use our bottom row pieces to d e h e  columns. We select 



the lowest coliimn and search our list for a piece to fit on top of this column. 

P reviously, in the no rotation algorithm, when selecting this piece, we only 

checked that the width of a piece was no Iarger t han the width of the co1um.n 

and the height of a piece was no larger than the difference between the pack 

run height and the column height. However, we now allow for piece rotation 

and rnust check the possibility that a piece may fit, in the area above the 

column, if we change its orientation. Thus we select the piece with the 

maximum area such that at least one orientation of the piece will fit in 

the area above the coliimn. If both orientations are feasible we choose the 

orientation so that the smaller dimension is placed parallel to  the bottom 

of the bin, This process of building up the lowest column continues until 

al1 coliunns have been merged into one, or ail pieces have been packed. Lf 

any pieces rcmain we define a new pack run. W e  are again left with a set of 

pack runs, which we pack one on top of another in our bin. The s u  of the 

pack run heights gives us the overall pack height for the algorithm. 

In Figure 3.1 (a) we show how the Bottom-Up algorithm packs Example 

2.1. It should be noted that before we begin packing, pieces p6 and pm are 

rotated so their heights are greater than their widths. This causes a slightly 

different order, when we sort on non-increasing height, than we had when 

we packed Example 2.1 with no rotation. The pack of L* with rotation is 
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alrnost identical to that of no rotation, shown in Figure 3.2. Other than 

how the pieces are ordered before packing, there are three Merences in the 

pack allowing rotation. First, ps is rotated back to its original orientation 

so that it will fit on the first pack m. Secondly, pi0 is packed in its aew 

orientation and is selected before pa, since it has a larger area. Finally ps is 

packed above pio. 



4 Test problem creation 

In order to analyze the Bottom-Up algorithm it became necessary to be 

able to create randody generated test problems which had known optimal 

packing heights. This was essential since at the time of this paper no set of 

test problems could be found for twdimensional algorithms. Thus the 2D- 

BPGen aigorithm was developed. It should be stated tbat the test problems 

created by this algorithm are in no means meant to be a benchmark for 

twcxlimensional bin packing. However it is tbis author's intent that the 

test problems given by this random partitioning algorithm, and the 2D- 

BPGen algorithm itself, be available for the purpose of cornparison between 

algorithms. 

The 2D-BPGen algorithm takes a bin, of given height and width, and 

partitions it into a List of randomly selected rectangles which completely fill 

the bin with no empty space. These rectangles are only aiiowed to be as 

large as the given maximum height and width dimensions set by the user. It 

is important to note here that the partitions created by 2D-BPGen are not 

al1 equaUy likely. To illustrate this fact we define Example 4.1 to be a bin 

with width three and height one. As shown in Figure 4.1, there exist four 

distinct partitions. Also shown in the figure are the respective probabilities 



that 2D-BPGen will partition the bin in the according fashion. The width 

of the k t  rectangle selected has an equal probability of being 3, 2, or 1. 

Thus there is a probability of 1/3 that our bin will consist of only one piece, 

If we are given that our first piece chosen has width 2, tben there is o d y one 

unit remaining and therefore we must select piece of width 1. Therefore our 

partition of two pieces, where the £ k t  piece is of width 2, ako occurs with 

probability 113. Both Our b a l  two partitions begin with a piece of width 1. 

At this stage we have to make a choice. Our second piece can either have a 

width of 2 or a width of 1. The probability we chose a width of 2 is 2/3. If 

this is the case then our bin is done. This type of partition has a probability 

of 2/9. Lf we chose width 1, which has a probability of 1/3, then we m u t  

select a third piece with width 1. This type of partition bas a probability of 

119. As can be seen, the probabilities are not equal. 

For the 2D-BPGen algorithm the user defines the bin height. H, bin 

width , W ,  maximum piece height, h, and maximum piece width, W. The 

algorithm randomly, using the rand function provided in SIicrmoft visual 

C++, selects an integer piece height from one to h and an integer piece 

width from one to W. These dimensions define the first piece in our List. 

This piece is placed in the bottom left corner which is defined as (0,O). 

We then select the rest of our bottom row pieces. We move kom Ieft to 
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right randomly selecting our piece dimensions. The height of these pieces 

is selected in the exact same rnanner as the height of the first piece. The 

width, however, is set to the minimum of the random number selected, from 

1 to w ,  and the remaining bin width on the bottom row. In so doing we 

guarantee that au of the bin width will be used. 

FVe have now defineci our bottom row and must now build up to use the 

remaining bin height. To do this we use the bottom row pieces to define 

coiumns. Each piece defines a column. A column is defined by its height, 

Ieft m a t  x coordinate, and right mast x coordinate. If any two neighboring 

coIumns are the same height we merge them into one column. It is now 

t h e  to begin building up the colurnns. The smallest column is found and 

we randomly choose Our piece dimensions. The piece height is taken to be 

the minimum of the dinerence between the column height and bin height and 

the random height from i to h. The piece width is the minimum between 

the column width and the random width from 1 to W. This piece is then 

pIaced at the left most x coordinate of the coIunin. If this piece does not use 

the full column width then a new column is inserteà as dehed  by the newest 

piece and the old coltmns dimensions are updated. Once again we check 

neighboring columns to see if any share the same height. If so these columns 

are merged. This process of building up the lowest colunui continues until 
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ail colmms have reached the bin height and have thus been merged into one 

column. 

Now that we have defined OUT random partition of a fked bin we output 

the information to an input file to be read by a packing algorithm. For 

each piece the length and width is output. For ariy algorithm, such as 

the Bottom-Left algorithm, which does not sort the list L, it is necessary 

to randomly scrarnble the order in which the pieces are output. Also it 

may be necessary to give each piece a random orientation so that we are 

not giving a bias to any algorithm that does not allow rotation by giving 

a List containing pieces with "optimal orientation". This consideration of 

random piece orientation versus optimal piece orientation will be discussed 

further in chapter 6. Along with the piece lengths and widths 1-e output 

the number of pieces and the bin width and height of the bin svhich was 

partitioned. Any other information needed for the packing algorithm iç &O 

output. By repeatedly nuining this partitioning algorithm ive can create a 

set of randomized test probIems with known optimal heights. These test 

problems can then be given to a packing algorithm to test how close to the 

optimal packing the algorithm can reach. 

Example 2.1 was in fact created by the 2D-BPGen algorithm. The bin 

height was set to 30, the bin width was set to 1 O and the maximum ailowable 
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piece size was set as the full bin. The exact partition given by 2D-BPGen 

is the optimal pack shown in Figure 2.1. The piece numbers have been 

scrambled so that no bias was shown to any algorithm. The h s t  piece 

selected was W. The algorithm randomly chose a height of 2 and a width 

of 7. The next piece was pq. The height to this piece was randomly chosen 

as 16. The random width could have been any number from 3 to 10. Any 

of these values would have given a width of 3 since only 3 units remained 

on the bottom row. These two pieces made up our bottom row and as such 

defined our columns. Coiumn 1, defined by ps, was the lowest and thus Ive 

began building up on this column. The height of pi0 was chosen as 1. The 

width codd have been any number from 7 to 10 since the full column width 

was used. For pa the random width must have been I and the height must 

have been 21. We continued building up by selecting p i ,  then ps . M e n  the 

random height for ~ C J  was chosen it could have been any number from 19 to 

30. This is because the piece uses the full remaining height. The random 

number chosen for the width of p g  could have been any number form 2 to 10 

since it to uses the fuil length available. Again we continue by selecting ps,  

p~ and finally p8. After pa is chosen we only have one column whose height 

is equal to 30, the height of the bin. This is our signal that our bin has been 

completely partitioned. 



4.1 Test Problem Generator Outline 

In this section we give the outline of the 2D-BPGen algorithm. For 2D- 

BPGen the user inputs the bin width, W, and the bin height, H. This 

bin height will be the optimal pack height for the list of pieces randomly 

selected by 2D-BPGen. The user m u t  ako  give a maximum piece width, w 

and maximum piece height, h. We wish to create a k t  L = bili = 1, ..n}, 

where pi = (b, w i )  as defhed in chapter3. For all pieces hi 5 h and wi 5 W. 

This list L wiU pack optimally in an H by W bin. 

Variable Explanations: 

posi t icq:  (x,y)-coordinates of pi within the bin. 

height,: Height of column r. 

w i d t b :  Width of colunin r. 

sr: the x-coordinate of the left corner of column r. 

t+: ( h e i g h ~ ,  u r i d t h ,  x,), array containing ail the information for column r. 

columns: Number of columns. 

R: Remaining unused width of the bottom row. 

Algorithm Outline: 



hl = randam number frurn 1 to h 

wl = randam nurnber from 1 to w 

ci = (h11w11 xi) 

n = l  

R =  I V - W ,  

while R # O 

begin 

n = n + l  

& = random rzumber frorn 1 to h 

wn = min(randm nurnber f rom 1 to w, R )  



end 

if 3r 3 height,  = height,+l, r = 1 ,  ..., (n - 1) then  

begin 

width, = w i d t h ,  + w ï d t b + l  

ct = ct+i, s = ( t  + 1), ..., wlumns  

colztmns = columns - I 

end 

while rnin{height,, r = 1, ..., columns} # H 

beg in  

m = min(t1 heightt 5 height,, t ,  u = 1, ..., columns} 

n = n + l  

= min(random number /rom 1 to hl H - height - rn) 

w, = min(random n u m b e r  front 1 to w, w i d t L )  

pn = ( h n t ~ n )  

position, = (x,, h e i g h k )  

if w, = w i d t k ,  then 

height, = h e i g  ht, + h, 

el se 

begin 



wlumns = wlumns + I 
fo r  t = columns to  (rn + l ) , s t e p -  1 

Ct = Ct-1 

çn = (heightm + h 1  wnl ~ m )  

%+ 1 = (h&ghtm+ 1, widthmc 1 - wn, 5m-e i + w n )  
end 

if 3r 3 height, = heightrtl, r = 1 ,  ..., (n - 1) then 

begin 

G d t h ,  = widthr + ~ i d t b + ~  

Ct = Ctili S = ( t  + 1)) ..., W Z Z L ~ R S  

wlurnns = columns - 1 

end 

end 



5 Analysis of Test Problem Generator 

The 2D-BPGen algorithm was used to create three main sets of test prob- 

lems. The first set is divided up into three subsets of 10,000 randomly 

generated test problerns each, These subsets correspond to 3 different sized 

bins. These bins have the following respective dimensions: 20 height by 20 

width, 40 height by IO width, and 10 height by 40 width. For al1 three of 

these subsets the maximum piece size is the fidl bin size. This set of 30,000 

problems, which is used later in chapter 6, was used to give an understand- 

ing of the types of test problerns being created by 2D-BPGen. in Figures 

5.1 to 5.3 we give the distribution of the number of pieces per bin for each 

of the three subsets of test problems. For each we note that 2D-BPGen 

partitions the bin into approximately 7 pieces most often. We also see that. 

rarely is any bin partitioned into any more than 20 pieces. This is not ail 

that surprising given that we allow such a large maximum piece size. It is 

also interesting to note the similarities between the three paphs. Ln Figures 

0.4 to 5.6 we give the distribution of the piece areas for each of the problem 

subsets. As would be expected the frequencies of the smalier area pieces are 

high. Since we do not allow any empty space when a bin is partitioned Ive 

would expect that many bins would need smailer pieces to fuUy fil1 the bin. 



An interesting feature of these graphs are the "peaksn and "valleys" . Many 

of these can be explaineci by the number of factorizations of the given area. 

For example, an area such as 16 has 5 factorizations, (1,16), (l6,1), (2,8), 

(8,2), and (4,4), which give passible piece dimensions of length and width. 

An area such as 11 only has 2 such factorizations, (1 ,I l )  and (1 1,1). Another 

reason for many of the "valIeysn is that many of the piece areas, less than 

bin area, do not give any valid piece dimensions. For example, any piece 

area which is a prime number greater than the largest bin dimension does 

not give a valid piece. A piece area of 41 is not possible for a bin of height 

20 and width 20. Neither factorizations, (1,41) or (41,1), will fit nrithin the 

bin. We also again note the similarities in the three graphs. 

The second of the three main sets of test probiems also consists of three 

subsets. These subsets again represent the same three bin sizes used in 

the first set of problems. This time, however each subset consists of 40,000 

randomly generated test problems. These 40,000 test problems consist of 

100 repetitions of each of the possible maximum piece sizes for the given 

bin. For the bin sizes we are using there are 400 different maximum piece 

sizes ranging from 1 by 1 to the full bin. This set of test problems is used 

in chapter 6 to give average performance values of the BU algorithm under 

all possible maximum piece size conditions. 



The ha1 set consists of 16,000 randomly generated test problems. For 

ail of these problems the maximum piece size has a width of 20 and height 

of 5. AIso d the problems have a bin width of 20. The bin height rages 

fiom 5 to 80 in steps of 5. Each step consists of 1,000 repetitions. The set, 

like the previous two, is also used in chapter 6. 



6 Analysis of Bottom-Up 

In this section ive analyze two variants of the Bot tom-Up algorithm. We 6rst 

consider the variation when piece rotation is not pemitted by the algorithm. 

For this version of the dgorithrn we consider two cases. In one case each 

piece is Lxed in the orientation given by the 2D-BPGen algorithm. \.té 

refer to this as optimal piece orientation. Given that aii pieces have optimal 

orientation, we know that there exists a pack using the optimal height. 

For the second case we fk each piece with a random orientation. We then 

considet the second variation of the Bottom-Up algorithm and d o w  piece 

rotations of 90 degrees. Ln order to perform the analysis of the Bottom-Lp 

algorithm we use the test problem sets created by 2D-BPGen and discussed 

in chapter5. Three different bin sizes are considered. These bin sizes have 

the following dimensions: 20 height by 20 width, 40 height by 10 width, and 

10 height by 40 width. For each variation of the algorithm we examine the 

Bot tom-Lp algorit hm's performance in t hree ways. 

Using the first set of test problems we give the distribution of the pack 

heights achieved by the Bottom-Up algorithrn, for each bin size. With these 

20,000 test problems we give the mean pack beight and the standard devi- 

ation. For each of these problems the maximum piece size allowed is equal 



to the full bin. 

To analyze the BU algorithm under ali possible maximum piece size 

settings, we use the second test problem set. For each maximum piece size 

the problem set contains 100 randornly partitioned bins. To characterize 

the algorithm's average performance, under a certain maximum piece size 

setting, we caIculate the average value of the Bottom-Up algorithm's pack 

height divided by the optimal pack height. For example, if this value is equal 

to  1.5 we can state that the BU pack height, on average for this problem 

set, is 1.5 times greater than the optimal pack height. For each of Our three 

bin sizes there exist 400 different maximum piece size settings. The average 

ratio for each maximum piece size setting, between the Bu' algorithm height 

and the optimal height, is shown with the use of a contour plot. 

The third and final test problem set is used to find regression equations 

to characterize the average performance of the Bottom-Up algorithm. These 

equations are intended to complement the worst case bounds discussed in 

chapter 2. Lnstead of an absolute performance bound we give an "absolute 

average equation", of the form A LG(L) = P .  OPT(L).  For the asymptotic 

performance bound we give an "asyrnptotic average equation" . This equa- 

tion is of the form ALG(L) = P - O P T ( L )  + y  H ,  where H is the maximum 

piece height in the given list L. En order to h d  these equations we force 
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the regression through the origin. For each equation we give the multiple R 

value. It is verÿ important to note that the assumptions of the regression 

mode1 are not satisfied by the data given by Our test problem set. Specif- 

ically, the assumptions of nonnality of the residuais and constant \=riance 

are unsatisfied. Thus although the regression equations can be used to o b  

tain a description of the relationship between variables, they cannot be used 

to test hypotheses about regression parameters. 

6.1 No Piece Rotation Allowed 

For the following chapter the Bottom-Up algorithm is not allowed to change 

the piece orientations once the list has been input. Given a k t  of pieces, 

with dimensions and orientations, created by the 2D-BPGen algorithm it 

is certain that there exists a pack such that the pieces n-ill fit into a bin 

of known optima1 height. The fact that it is known that the pieces with 

these orientations will pack optimally gives a bias to the no piece rotation 

version of the Bottom-Up algorith.  By allowing a piece to rotate out of 

its "optimal orientation" we can no longer guarantee that the given list of 

pieces will still pack into a bin of known optimal height. in order to remove 

this bias, we randomly select the piece orientations for the given k t .  A piece 

is only rotated if it will still fit in the bin, i.e. hi < W .  Li-e then pack this 



modified list. For the rotation algorithm this list of random orientations 

will be packed the same as the list of optimal orientations. To analyze 

the Bottom-Up algorithm when no piece rotation is allowed we consider 

both the possibility of optimal piece orientation and that of random piece 

orientation. Thus we can observe the effect of optimal piece orientation on 

the BU algorithm. 

6.1.1 Opt imaf Piece Orientation 

For the Bottom-Up algorithm, under the condition that each piece is given 

optimal orientation, the asymptotic average equation is found to be 

The absolute average equation is 

For both equations the multiple R value was 0.998. 

20 Height by 20 Width Bin in Figure 6.1 we show the distribution 

of the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our £Ùst set of 

test problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal to  20, 

and the maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. 
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For this distribution the sample mean is 23.28. The sample standard de- 

viation is 2.958. Figure 6.2 demonstrates that the average performance of 

the Bottom-Up algorithm, for bins of height 20 and width 20, given opti- 

mal piece orientation, achieves reasonable results except when the maximum 

piece height is relatively large in cornparison to the optimal height, and the 

maximum piece width is smail. As long as the maximum piece n-idth is 

large, the algorithm perfoms weU. The worst average performance shovm 

by the contour lines is 1.5. This value occurs when the maximum piece size 

allowed has height 20 and width 4. 

40 Height by 10 Width Bin in Figure 6.3 we show the distribution 

of the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our h t  set of 

test problems. For these problems the optimal pack heighht is equal to 40, 

and the maximum piece size allowed is equd to the full optimal bin size. 

For this distribution the sample mean is 46.5. The sample standard devia- 

tion is 5.681. Figure 6.4 demonstrates that the average performance of the 

Bottom-Up algorithm, for bins of height 40 and width 10, $yen optimal 

piece orientation, achieves excellent results for ail possible maximum piece 

size selections. The worst average performance shown by the contour Lines 

is only 1.3. Rluch Iike the results for bins of height 20 and nidth 20, the 



largest value occurs when the maximum piece size ailowed bas large height 

and smaU width. 

10 Height by 40 Widt h Bin In Figure 6.5 we show the distribution of 

the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our k t  set of test 

problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal to 10. and the 

maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. For tbis dis- 

tribution the sample mean is 11.38. The sample standard deviation is 1.49. 

Figure 6.6 demonstrates that the average performance of the Bottom-Up al- 

gorithm, for bins of height 10 and width 40, given optimal piece orientation. 

achieves reasonable results for most possible maximum piece size selections. 

The performance of the algorithm is poor when the maximum piece size 

allowed is approximately equal to the optimal bin height and the maximum 

piece width is extremely small. The worst average performance s h o w  by 

the contour lines is 1.7. This result is comparable to the results for the other 

bin sizes considered. 

6.1.2 Random Piece Orientation 

In order to give each piece a random orientation we randomly select the 

value O or 1 as the piece information is input. Each of these \al= have 



equal probability. If we receive a zero, and the height of the piece is l e s  

that or equd to the bin width, we rotate the piece. Otherwise we leave the 

piece with its current orientation. Once the complete k t  of pieces has been 

read in we "tock" aIi piece orientations. 

T h e  asymptotic average equation for the BU algorithm, when pieces are 

given random orientation, is found to be 

For this equation the multiple R value is 0.993. The absolute average equa- 

tion is 

The multiple R d u e  is 0.987. 

20 Height by 20 Width Bin In Figure 6.7 we show the distribution 

of the pack heights given by the Bottom-Cip algorithm on our &st set of 

test problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal to 20, 

and the maximum piece size aliowed is equal to the fid.l optimal bin size. 

For this distribution the sample mean is 25.94. The sample standard de- 

viation is 3.534. Figure 6.8 demonstrates that the average performance of 

the Bottom-Up algorithm, for bins of height 20 and width 20, given optimal 
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piece orientation, achieves good results for ail possible maximum piece size 

sekctions. The worst resuits occur when either maximum piece dimension 

greatly differs Erom the other. The largest contour value is only 1.3. 

40 Height by 10 Width Bin In Figure 6.9 we show the distribution of 

the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our fkst set of test 

problems. For these problems the optima1 pack height is equal to 40, and 

the maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. For 

this distribution the sample mean is 47.39. The sample standard deviation 

is 5.652. Figure 6.10 demonstrates that the average performance of the 

Bottom-LÏp algorithni, for bins of height 40 and width 10, gven optimal 

piece orientation, achieves good resdts for al1 maximum piece size sett ins.  

It shouid be noted that the scale used for the contour lines is increased to 

two decimal places for this plot. The largest contour line value is 1.34. This 

occurs when the maximum piece height is siightly srnalier then the optimal 

bin height , and the maximum piece widt h is small. 

10 Height by 40 Widt h Bin In Figure 6.1 1 we show the distribution of 

the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our £irst set of test 

problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equd to 10, and 



the maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. For 

this distribution the sample mean is 23.53. The sample standard deviation 

is 8.343. Figure 6.12 dernonstrates that the average performance of the 

Bottom-Up algorithm, for bins of height 10 and width 40, given optimal 

piece orientation, achieves extremely poor results when the maximum piece 

width is large. The highest contour value is 4.1. This means that the 

average pack height for the Bottom-Up algorithm is 4.1 times the optimai 

pack height. Ln this case, when the optimal bin height is sipificantly s m d e r  

than the bin width, it is not surprising that the results given, when pieces 

are given random orientations, decline considerably from the results found 

when pieces were given optimal orientations. Lf a piece haking a relatively 

large width is rotated, when it is read into the a lgor i th ,  we greatly increase 

the bin height needed to fit such a piece. 

6.2 Piece Rotation Allowed 

If pieces are dowed to rotate, the Bot tom-Up algorithm, gives the asymp 

totic average equation 



The multiple R value is 0.993. The absolute average equation. given by the 

Bot tom-Up algori t hm is 

For this equation the mdtiple R d u e  is 0.984. 

20 Height by 20 Width Bin in Figure 6.13 we show the distribution of 

the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our £ k t  set of test 

problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal t o  20, and 

the maximum piece size alIowed is equal to the fidl optimal bin size. For 

this distribution the sarnple mean is 26.94. The sample standard deviation 

is 3.643. Figure 6.14 demonstrates that the average performance of the 

Bottom-u'p a lgor i th ,  for bins of height 20 and width 20. gi1.e~ optimal 

piece orientation, achieves fair results when both dimensions are less than 

half of their maximum value. When either dimension is large the results 

decline. The worst results occur when the maximum piece height greatiy 

differs from the maximum piece width. The largest contour value is 1.5. 

40 Height by 10 Width Bin In Figure 6.15 we show the distribution 

of the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our &st set of 

test problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal to 40, 



and the maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. 

For this distribution the sample mean is 46.27. The sample standard de- 

viation is 5.59. Figure 6.16 demonstrates that the average performance of 

the Bottom-Up algorithm, for bins of height 40 and width 10, given opti- 

mal piece orientation, achieves excellent results for al1 maximum piece size 

settings. Only when the maximum piece height is approximately equal to 

the optimal bin height, and the maximum piece width is small. is the per- 

formance moderately poor. The largest contour line value is only 1.3. 

10 Height by 40 Width Bin Ln Figure 6.17 we show the distribution 

of the pack heights given by the Bottom-Up algorithm on our h s t  set of 

test problems. For these problems the optimal pack height is equal to 10, 

and the maximum piece size allowed is equal to the full optimal bin size. 

For this distribution the sample mean is 27.01. The sample standard devi- 

ation is 6.668. Figure 6.18 demonstrates that the average performance of 

the Bottom-Vp algorithm, for bins of height 10 and width -!O3 $ - e n  opti- 

mal piece orientation, achieves extremely poor results when the maximum 

piece width is larger than the maximum piece height. The highest contour 

value is 3.4. Sirnilar to the case when pieces are given random orientations, 

it is not surprising that results decline when allowing piece rotation for a 



bin whose optimal pack height is smaller then the bin width. Lf the BU 

algorithm rotates a piece whose optimal orientation had a large width we 

greatly increase the height needed in order to pack. 

6.3 Summary 

By using the graphs described in the previous sections, specifically the con- 

tour plots, we can select the most reasonable version of the Bottom-C'p 

algorithm for a given list of pieces. When given a k t  of pieces and a bin 

width, we can approximate the optimal bin height by summing over al1 the 

piece areas and dividing by the bin width. Depending on the relative size of 

the approximated bin height to the bin width, we can refer to the contour 

plots for the bin size most representative of the bin dimensions. At this 

point, we can select the version of the Bottom-Up algorithm, which gives 

the smallest contour plot value for the ma.ximum piece size seIection for the 

given list of pieces. For example, if we roughly estimated our bin height as 

approximately equal to our bin width, we can refer to our contour plots for 

bins of height 20 and width 20. Given that the pieces that we wish to pack 

have heights no larger than 1/4 of the approxirnated bin height, and widths 

which can be as large as the bin width, we can check the appropriate point 

on our contour plots. For o u  20 height by 20 width bins, with a maximum 



piece height of 5 and maximum piece width of 20, we can see from our con- 

tour plots (Figures 6.2, 6.8, and 6.14) that the no rotation version of the 

BU algorithm may give the best results. 



7 Statistical Tests 

In the preceding sections we have used graphical methods to analyze an al- 

gori t hm's average performance. Wi t h t hese methods we increase our knowl- 

edge about an algorithm's strengths and limitations. However, we are still 

left with the question, "Is one algorithm better than another?" . LVe at- 

tempt to answer this question by applying two weU known statistical tests. 

In order to iilustrate these statistical methods we shail compare our different 

variations of the Bottom-Up algorithm. 

7.1 Testing Means 

It  w o d d  be useful to have a method of test ing if an algorithm's mean packing 

height, pl is a specific value, m. To test such a hypothesis we can make 

use of the central limit theorem, if we have a large sarnple size. For our 

population of pack heights, given by an algorithm on a set of test problems, 

the variance of the population is unknown. 

To test the nd l  hypothesis Ho : p = versus the alternative hypothesis 

Hi : p # we use the following test statistic, 

For this equation, the sample mean, the sample standard deviation ,and the 
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sample size are denoted by Y, s, and n respectively. 

We reject the nuil hypothesis if Itl > t+- l ,  where t+,,-l denotes the 

upper al2 percentage point of the t distribution with n - 1 degrees of f i e -  

dom. 

Exarnple 7.1 : We wish to test if the mean pack height of the rotation 

version of the Bottom-Up algorithm is qua1  to the optimal pack height plus 

5, for bins of height 20 and width 20 and maximum piece size equal to the 

full bin. To test this we make use of the resdts shown in Fi,we 6.13, from 

our h s t  test problem set. Thus, for this example = 26.94, s = 3.643, and 

n = 10,000. 

The h-ypotheses to be tested are: 

The value of the test statistic is t = 53.25. If cr = 0.05, we find t0.025,9gg9 5 2- 

Therefore, we reject Ho and conclude that the mean pack height differs from 

25, a t  ck = 0.05 



7.2 Sign Test 

In order to answer the question, "Is one algorithm better t han another?" , we 

use the sign test to compare two algorithms according to their performance 

on a set of test problems. It should be noted that for these test problems 

it is not necessary to know the optimal pack height. The data consists of 

observations on a random sample, (Xi, Yi), i = 1, ..., nt. For our purposes the 

pack height given by Algorithm 1 is denoted by Xi and the pack heipht given 

by Algorithm 2 is denoted by Y,. The number of test problems in our set is 

n'. We assume that the b i ~ r i a t e  random variables (Xi, Y , ) ,  i = 1, ..., n', are 

mutually independent. 

For each pair, ( X i ,  Y,), a cornparison is made. The pair is classified as 

"+" if Xi < Y,, "-" if ,Y, > Y,, and "0" if Xi = Y,. W e  wish to test if the 

expected pack height of Aigorithm 1 is greater than or equal to the expected 

pack height of Algorithm 2. Thus our nul1 hypothesis is K. : P(+) 5 P(-), 

and O-xr alternative hypothesis is Hi : P(+) > P(-). P(+) is the probability 

that Xi < K. The test statistic, Tl for our test is equal to the total number 

of 'L +" pairs. 

For our decision d e  we £Ùst disregard all the pairs which are tied. Thus, 

we let n equal the total number of "+" pairs plus the total number of "-" 



pairs. For n > 20 we find the value t = 6(n+za-J;;), where r, is the quantile 

of the standard normal random variable Z such that P(Z 5 r p )  = p. We 

reject Ho, at a level of significance a, if T _> n - t 

Example 7.2 : We wish to test if the Bottom-Up algorithm perfonns 

better when we ailow rotation compared to  fixed random orientations. We 

will only test for bins of height 20 and width 20, with the maximum piece 

size allowable equal the Full bin. We will use the results from our Erst test 

problem set. LVe let the rotation algorithm be represented as Algorithm 2. 

For this example n, = 10,000 and û: = 0.05. 

The hv~otheses to be tested are: 

Ho: The pack height when allowing rotation is Iess than or equal to the pack 

height when pieces are fixed with random orientations for the Bottom-Up 

algorithm. Hi: The pack height when allowing rotation is greater than the 

pack height when pieces are fixed with random orientations for the Bottom- 

Up algorithm. 

For our data it was found that, n = 7925, T = 4838, z.05 = -1.645 and 

t = 3889.279. Therefore, since T > (n - t), where n - t = 4035.72, we reject 

Ho, at  a = .05. We state that for the Bottom-Up algorithm, the pack height 

for rotation is greater than the pack height for random orientations, for bins 

of height 20 and width 20. Thus if we wish to pack pieces into bins which 
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are assumed to be of height 20 and width 20, where the maximum possible 

piece size is equal to the full bin, we should receive better results using the 

no rotation version of the BU algorithm as opposed to the rotation version. 

Take note that the Wilcmon paired signed rank test is likely to be more 

powerful than the sign test when we have symmetry of the population dis- 

tribution for the paired differences. If the sampled paired differences corne 

from a population with a normal distribution, then the twesample t test 

is the most powerful test. The sign test was selected since we desired a 

test that codd be used to compare any two a l g o r i t h ,  regardles of the 

distribution of the sample paired differences. 



8 Conclusions 

Ln the previous sections we have introduced and analyzed both the 2D- 

BPGen algorithm for creating two dimensional bin packing test problerns 

and the Bottom-Gp algorithm for packing two dimensional bin packing prob- 

lems. It is the feeling of this author that these dgonthms have been shown 

to be both practicd and useful. It is felt that the Bottom-Up algorithm is 

at least competitive with the other two dimensional bin packing algorithms 

available in current literature. Within this thesis we have given a method 

of statistically testing the hypothesis that the Bottom-Up algorithm may 

in fact perform better than other algorithms, for given test problems. We 

leave this and the following topics for future research. 

First, consideration is needed in testing if there e'rists a better sIack set- 

ting for the Bottom-Up algorithm. It may bel that for certain parameters, a 

non-zero slack value may enhance the algorithm's performance. The second 

topic involves modifying the order in which pieces are packed by the BU al- 

gorithm. In our drywall application it was necwary to use area as a deciding 

factor when selecting pieces. If we instead selecteà pieces in the same order 

as the FFDH algonthm, could we then prove that BU(L)  5 F F D H ( L )  for 

ail L? Would this change improve the algorithm's performance? 



A One Dimensional Bin Packing 

The standard one dimensional bin packing problem can be stated as foilows. 

Vie are given a List L = (pl, pz, . . . , pn)  a ~ d  an infinite number of bins each 

with capacity C where each piece, pi, has size h, 5 C .  We wish t o  pack 

these pieces into the bins so that the capacity of no bin is exceeded and the 

minimal nuniber of bins is used. Also no two pieces are dowed to overlap. 

The zero-one integer program for the bin packing problem, as given in 

P81, is 

where xij = 1 if piece i is placed in bin j, O otherwise and yj  = 1 if bin j is 

used, O otherwise. Note that in this cIassical formulation of the problem, the 

objective is to minimize the number of bins. This is quivalent to minimizing 

the overall waste since, for n bins, the waste is nC - h, a constant. 

This result generalizes to higher dimensions. 



The problem of one dimensional bin packing is known to be NP~omplete 

[12]. Thus various heuristic algorithms have been developed. W e  give a brief 

outline of one such heuristic algorithm. More information and results on one 

dimensional bin packing can be found in (71. [13], 1141, [El, [16], [l?], (181, 

and [20]. 

A.1 First Fit Decreasing (FFD) 

The First Fit Decreasing algonthm is discwed in (1 71 and described in the 

foIlowing marner. Let the bins be indexed as  B I ,  & , ... , with each initidly 

filleci to a Ievel zero and with a maximum capacity of one- Let the values 

hi, h2. ..., h, be arranged into non-increasing order so that h, 2 hj W, j. To 

place h,, fhd the least j such that B, is filled to a level 4 5 1 - hl and 

place hi in Bj. Bj is now Ued to a level /3 + hi. For more information on 

FFD refer to [171. For our drywall problem the h, represented the height of 

the four foot wide pieces to be packed ont0 the drywall sheet. An example 

of how FFD packs a given list is given in Figure A. 1. 

In 1171 it is proved that for any given list L, 

Here FFD(L) represents the number of bins used for FFD to pack the list 



L. OPT(L) is the minimum number of bins required to pack the kt L. It 

is also proved in 117) that for any given list L,  



A problem is dehed  in [131 as an abstract description coupled with a ques- 

tion requiring an answer. There are two types of problems that are of specXc 

interest to theoreticians. These are decision problems and search problems. 

Decision problem are those in wkch the answer to the problem is either 

c4yeSn or "no" . Search problems involve h d i n g  a structure, out of a (large) 

set of possible structures, t hat has specified properties. The theory of iW- 

completeness is res tricted to decision problems and thus d e s  ot herwise 

stated we will concern ourselves with problems of this nature. 

B.1 Algorithms, Time Complexity and Computation 

An algorithm is a set of hni te  steps which solves a given problem. Thus if 

the tme answer to the posed question is yes, then the algorithm, obviously, 

should retum a yes. Often there are many algorithms which solve the same 

problem. It is therefore necessary to be able to compare algorithms. The 

amount of time that an algorithm takes to solve a problem is a standard 

measure of how "good" the algorithm is. This amount of time is measured 

by the tirne complexity of the algorithm. The time complexity of an dg* 

rithrn measures the time taken for the algorithm to solve the problem in 



terms of the length of input. This time to solve can also be measured by 

computational complexity which is the nurnber of operations that solve a 

problem. 

It is important for us to define two types of computational algorithms; 

deterministic and non-detenninistic. A program is considered to be deter- 

ministic of it has a finite set of states, including an initial state, and two 

halting states. Also, the program has a transition hnction which alters the 

current states of the computation. A deterministic program starts at  the 

initial state and applies the transition function repeatedly in a stepby-step 

manner until either of the two halting states are reached. This is the way 

in which most people think of computer programs. 

Non-detenninistic computation, on the other hand, is quite different than 

detenainistic computation. A non-deterministic program consists of two 

stages, a guessing stage and a checking stage. The guessing stage messes 

a structure which may or may not be a solution to the problem. This is 

determined in the checking stage in a normal deterministic manner. 

B.2 The Classes P and NP 

The theory of computational complexity involves classifying problems ac- 

cording to  how difficult, "easy" or "hard" , they are to solve. This classi- 



fication scheme includes the classes P and NP. The class P is defined in 

1131 as the set of recognition (decision) problems for which there exists a 

poIjnomial-the algorithm. This class includes the problems that are for- 

mally considered "easy". The class NP is the set of aU problems which 

can be solved by a aon-deterministic polynomial time algorithm. Take note 

that the class LW contains the class P since the checking stage of a non- 

deterniinistic algorithm may be replaced by the polynomial time algorithm 

that solves the problem. 

The class LW consists of all recognition problems with the foUowing 

property: for any "yes" instance of the problem there exists a proof of this 

fact that can be verified in polynomial tirne. [131 

B.3 NP-Complete Problems 

A probIem is ,;NP-Complete if it is in NP, and every problem in LW is tramkit- 

able to it in polynomial time. Thus, if there is a polynomial-time algorithm 

for any one of these NP-Complete problems, then there is a polynornial-tirne 

algorithm for every problem in NP and then P=NP. At present no one has 

been able to fhd an algorithm to solve any of these problems in polynomial 

time. However, no one ha- been able to prove that a polynomial-time algo- 

rithm does not exist. Although this question of whether the classes P and 



NP are the same is one that a t  this moment does not have a known answer, 

there is widespread belief that P # NP. 

The cLass NP and the notion of "complete" ptoblems for NP were first 

introduced by Cook in 1971. In his paper, he showed that the problem 

known as SATISFLABLITY was LW-Complete. He did this by showing 

that every other problem in .NP could be encoded as an appropriate special 

case of SATISFIABEITY. For a proof of this and more detailed information 

on NP-Complete we refer the reader to [121. Once the h s t  NP-Complete 

problem had been estabLished it became easy to show that other problems 

were aIso NP-Cornplete. To do so requires providing a polynomial trans- 

formation from a knonm LW-Complete problem to the candidate problem. 

One needs to show that the linown problem, such as SATISFNBILITY, is 

a special case of the new problem. in [12] it is shown that one-dimensional 

bin packing is NP-complete. Since one-dimension bin packing is a special 

case of twedimensional bin packing, then twedimensional bin packing is 

also LW-complete. 

The term NP-hard refers to any problem that is at least as hard as any 

problem in NP. Thus, the NP-Complete problems are precisely the inter- 



section of the class of NP-hard problems with the class NP. In partictdar, 

optirnization problems whose recognition versions are NP-Complete, such as 

bin-packing, are NP-hard, since solving the optirnization version is at  least 

as hard as solving the recognition version [13]. 

B .5 Heuristics 

A heuristic algorithm is a program which h d s  near-optimal, "good", solu- 

tions with reasonable computational time wit hout guaranteeing optimality. 

Since we know that bin packing is NP-complete we are justified in stating 

that it is not practical to search for an algorithm to h d  the optimal solu- 

tion. In fact, even if we felt that we had the optimal packing solution, for a 

given set of rectangular objects, we would still need to check every possible 

combination. This wouid be extremely time consuming. Of course this is 

unless the solution we found had no empty, "wasted", space. Therefore we 

focus on searching for an algorithm which performs "reasonably well" and 

"fast". 
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Figure 2.1: An optimal packing of Example 2.1 into a bm ofheight 30 
and widîh 10. 



Figure 2.2: The pacicing of Example 2.1, into a bin of wimh 10, 
given by the NFDH algorithm. 



Figure 2.3 : The packing of Example 2.1, d o  a bm of widh 10, 
given by the FFDH algorithm. 



Figure 2.4: The p a c h g  of Example 2.1, ïuto a bin of wi& 1 O, 
given by the BL aigorithm. BL(L*)=4 1. 



Figure 2.5 : n e  packing of Example 2.1, into a bin of wimh 1 0, 
given by the UD algorithm. 



Figure 3.1 : In (a) we show the pack givw by BU, of Example 2.1, when slack is set to zero. In 
(b) we show the pack given by BU when slack is set to five. For bath packs we slow rotation. 



Figure 3.2: in (a) we select ow fist piece for our fkst pack run. In (b) we show the botîom row 
pieces packed in decreasing height. We show the completed first pack run in (c) and then the fial 
pack ui (d). Our list is given by Example 2.1. We pack in a bin of widîh 10 with fixeci piece 

orientation. 
90 



Figure 3.3: The step by step changes in the colwnn definifions for the first pack run fiom Fig. 3.2. 





Distribution of the Number of Pieces Per BÏn 
for 10000 Repetitions of a 20 by 20 Bin with Maximum Piece 

Size Equal to the Full Bin. 

Figure 5.1 

Distribution of the Number of Pieces Per Bin 
for 10000 Repetitions of a 40 by I O  Bin with Maximum Piece 

Size Equal to the Full Bin. 

Figure 5.2 



Distribution of the Number of Pieces Per Bin 
1 

for 10000 Repetitions of a 10 by 40 Bin with Maximum Piece 
Size Equal to the Full Bin. 

1 

Figure 5.3 

Distribution of Piece Area for 10000 Repetitions of a 20 by 20 Bin 
with Maximum Piece Size Equal ta the Full Bin 

Figure 5.4 



Distribution of Piece Area for 10000 Repetitions of a 40 by 10 Bin 
with Maximum Piece Size Equal to the Full Bin 

Figure 5 -5 

Distribution of Piece Area for 10000 Repetitions of 10 by 40 Bin 
with Maximum Piece Size Equal to the Full Bin 

Figure 5.6 
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Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up for 10000 
Repetitions of a 20 by 20 Bin With No Rotation and Pieces Given 

Optimal Orientation 

Figure 6.1 
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Figure 6.2: The average penonnance giwn by the h m - U p  algonthm for 20 by 20 buis, with no 
rotation and optmial piece orientation, over ail possible maximum piece size selectims. The 

horkatd axis gives the maximum piece height ailowed and the vertical axis gives the maximum 
piece width aiiowed. The contour Lines show the average BU pack height divided by the mtixnal 
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pack height. 



Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up for 10000 1 
Repetitions of a 40 by I O  Bin With No Rotations and Pieces Given 1 

Optimal Orientation I ! 

Figure 6.3 



Figure 6.4: The average performance givei by the Bottom-Up algonthm fbr 44 by 10 bins, d no 
rotatian and optimai piece o r i d c m ,  over aii possiile maximum piece sire seledaas. The 

horLontal axis gives the maximum piece height allowed and the vertical axis gives the maximum 
piece width aiiowed. The antour hes  show the average BU pack height divideci by the optunal 

pack height. 



i Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottorn-Up for 10000 
1 

1 
Repetitions of a 10 by 40 Bin With No Rotation and Pieces Given 

I Optimal Orientation 

Figure 6.5 
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Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up for 10000 
Repea'tïons of a 20 by 20 Bin With No Rotation and Pieces Given 

Random Orientation 

Figure 6.7 





Disaibution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up for 10000 
I 

Repetitions of a 40 by 10 Bin Wth No Rotation and Pieces Given 
Random Orientation 1 

1 

Figure 6.9 



Figure 6.10: The average perfbrmance given by the Battom-Up algorithm for 40 by 10 bms, with 
no rotation and random piece orkntatim, over all possible maximum piece size selectioas. ne 

horizontal axis gives the maximum piece height allowed and the vertical axis giws the maximum 
piece widih aIiawed. The contour iines show the average BU pack heighî dividai by the optimal 

pack height. 



Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up for 10000 
Repetitions of a I O  by 40 Bin With No Rotation and Pieces Given 

Random Orientation 

Figure 6.1 1 



figure 6.12: 'Ihc average pufonnancc givcn 
by the Bottom-Up algorithm for 10 by 40 
bim, with no rotation md random piccc 
oncitation, ova $I possible maximum picce 
sizc s d c t i a m .  l n c  horizontai axis givcs the 
marimiim piccc hcight allowcd and the 
verticai s E s  givs  the iIlerimim piccc wi& 
d o w d  Thc contour h c s  show the average 
BU pack haght dvidcd by the optimal 
pack h W  



Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by f30ttorn-ü p 
for 10000 Repetitions of a 20 by 20 Bin With Rotation 

Figure 6.13 



Figure 6.14: The average performance given by the b r n - U p  algorithm for 20 by 20 bins, with 
rotation, over ail possible maximum piece size seleceions. The horizolnal axis gives the maximum 
piece height ailowed and the vertical axis gives the maximum piece width allowed. The contour 

lines show the average BU pack height divided by the optunat pack height. 



Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-üp 
for 10000 Repetitions of a 40 by 10 Bin Wtti Rotation 

Figure 6.15 





Distribution of the Pack Heights Given by Bottom-Up 
for 10000 Repetitions of a 10 by 40 Bin With Rotation 

Figure 6.1 7 



Figure 6.18: 'Ibc aveagc p c r f m c c  givcn 
by thc Bottom-Up dgarithm for 10 by4û 
ôins, with rotatioq ovu LU possible maiminn 
piccc rUc s d c c t i w .  Zhc h0rUoaat.d axis g k s  
the maximum piccc height aüuwcd and the 
v d c ü  iris +s the nanmim piccc wuidth 
d i o w d  The contour iincs show the average 
BU pack hcight dvidal by the optimPl 
pack heigk 



Figure A. 1: The one dimensional pack given by FFD of the lin L={ 8,7,6,6,5,5,3,2,2,1.2) 
into a bin ofheight 12. The optimal pack is 4 bins. FFD packs using 5 bins. 
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